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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A LATE ARCHAIC PITHOUSE FROM THE
DAVIDSON SITE (AhHk-54)
by Christopher Ellis, Edward Eastaugh and Jim Keron
Introduction
We provide here an overview of a rarely documented Archaic feature, a large pithouse,
uncovered at the Davidson or George Davidson (AhHk-54) site located on the Ausable River just
inland from Lake Huron. We stress that this is a preliminary overview as many analyses are
incomplete and ongoing. After an initial Davidson site reconnaissance in 2005, investigations
from 2006 to the spring of 2008 included surface collection, coring, test unit excavation and
gradiometer surveying to determine the site's potential for further work, its extent and to
pinpoint promising area for excavation. That kind of work has continued to the present but we
also carried out two summers of full-scale excavation in 2008 and 2009. Also, in 2010 more
limited excavations were carried out with the expressed purpose of finding out more about the
house structure that is the focus of this study.
The initial interest at the site was focused on the Broad Point Archaic Genesee component
(Ritchie 1980) estimated to date to ca. 3800-3400 B.P., that had been reported by previous
investigators, notably the late Ian Kenyon (1978, 1979, 1980a, 1980b). However, our
investigations have shown the site also has a substantial, perhaps even more intensive, Terminal
(Smallpoint) Archaic (ca. 3400-2800 BP) component (see Ellis et al. 2009b) as well as more
ephemeral traces of Early Woodland Meadowood (ca. 2800-2300 BP), and very ephemeral traces
of later Middle to Late Woodland, site use, as well as perhaps use in the earlier, Narrowpoint
Archaic (ca. 4500-4000 BP). The overall project has been designed to investigate aspects of Late
Archaic subsistence and settlement. Ellis has had many nagging doubts about our dominant
characterization of Late Archaic settlement and subsistence patterns. Previous work has tended
to see these Archaic settlement systems as having a relatively high degree of settlement mobility
and to argue that real settlement stability only came in with the Middle Woodland (ca. 2000 BP)
where very large sites and substantial true midden deposits are documented (e.g. Ferris & Spence
1995:98-100; Lovis et al. 2001:628-629; Monaghan & Lovis 2005; Wilson 1990, 1991). He
believes much of our "understanding" of the Archaic is driven by theoretical precepts (and
related to that, a lack of fine temporal control) as the available data to actually rigourously
evaluate ideas is, in many cases, sadly deficient or lacking (Ellis et al. 2009b:827-828; see also
Emerson and McElrath 2009). In particular, if we are ever to truly document and understand
Archaic sites we need to find and investigate sites that have good organic preservation that can
inform us about season(s) of site use and subsistence practices and also, those sites that are
undisturbed by ploughing and have preserved cultural features like pits and houses. Moreover,
newer more people-centered theoretical perspectives that emphasize historical processes and
human agency, have begun to replace progressivist evolutionary ones that had dominated the
Archaic landscape over the last 30-40 years (e.g. Emerson and McElrath 2009; Sassaman 2010).
These kinds of perspectives have been fostered by, and indeed require, that we have accurate
chronologies that allow us to measure time at very small scales. In short, we need to excavate
sites that can provide multiple dates for occupations from good stratigraphic and feature
contexts.
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Figure 1: Map of Davidson Site Showing Diagnostic Surface Finds (circles and diamonds) and
Excavated Areas (squares at left centre). Arrow shows location of housepit.

The initial work at Davidson confirmed Kenyon's (1980a) findings that suggested it had large
areas of intact deposits below the ploughzone, having been buried or mantled under deposits left
by overbank flooding of the adjacent river during Euro-Canadian times. It also appeared to
include large numbers of significant preserved features and, although faunal preservation was not
perfect, the deposits did include preserved floral and faunal remains or copious amounts of
datable materials. The subsequent work has fully justified these inferences. We have
demonstrated that the site covers at least 2 ha making is one of the largest Late Archaic sites
reported (e.g. Figure 1). Moreover our work has shown that it has partially or fully intact
deposits below the ploughzone over an area of as much as 3500 m2 (Ellis 2010, 2011) and that
the surface of the site includes literally hundreds of intact features ranging from small pits to
substantial houses and middens. Due to the complexity and density of the finds we excavated
only about 79 m2 of this much larger site during our work. Nonetheless, in the small area
excavated we documented 85 cultural features and recovered, including surface collections of
diagnostic artifacts but not including material recovered from hundreds of float samples, over 80
banker's boxes of artifacts. Processing of those artifacts is ongoing. Excavations were carried out
in relation to a grid of one metre units, with each such unit referred to by the intersection coordinates of the grid lines at their southwest corners.

The Housepit
The house of concern here (Feature #5/26/33A/65; hereafter Feature #5) is one of at least four
Late Archaic structures at the site, and the largest and oldest we documented. The relatively
circular house was located primarily in what we called Excavation Block C (see Figure 1) but it
extended into adjacent edges of other areas. We had actually first encountered the edge of this
structure in 2008 in what we called Block Unit B where it was called Feature #5 (see Ellis et al.
2009a: Figure 8) although we had no idea it was a house of this potential size and complexity. In
fact, one does not expect to find Archaic features of this size so when we encountered segments
of the house in widely separated areas we assigned it the four different feature numbers, only
later realizing it was one single structure. In Block Unit C Feature #5 was actually under and
predates two other Archaic houses documented in the overlying deposits. Construction of those
houses had actually cut into and removed the top edge of the pithouse in its east and northeast
segments. One of those houses has an associated date on charred black walnut shell of 3050+/-40
BP (Beta-294187), a date that is consistent with other lines of evidence (Ellis 2011), so the house
of concern here has to be earlier than that date.
The Feature #5 house was roughly circular, ca. five metres in diameter, was dug down about a
metre deep into the underlying sterile deposits and has a narrow, ca. 50-60 cm wide sloping
entrance extending out for one to two metres towards the river on its west side. It is difficult to
trace its exact outline in the areas excavated because as noted, the overlying later pits and houses
had truncated the edge of this earlier structure on the northeast and also we did not excavate
down the southeast corner of Block Unit C. In addition, it was sometimes hard to see and
document the exact outlines of some features until one had taken down the soils somewhat below
the black humic A horizon at the site or to tell where the black humic ended and underlying
features began. As a result, one could not recognize the edges at the same uniform depth and as
the edge of the house slopes down edge recording irregularities are introduced. One expects for

example, that an initial one metre test unit area excavated in 2006 (200N/200E) at the southwest
corner did not recognize the edge of the feature until a greater depth or farther down the sloping
edge. Hence, the edge is more "concave" in that area. Also, as the soft sandy soils will slump
along the top edges, it again makes it hard in some areas to actually trace the outline until the top
of the feature had been cut into or we had already gone below its actual edge. We extrapolate on
Figure 2 from the slope of the more deeply buried sides a best guess of where exactly the edge of
the initial house was located but it also does not help that the top edge seems to flare a bit rather
than representing a uniform slope and that the upper side edges seem to have had a flattened,
more level, shelf-like feature in some areas just below the house rim, notably on the south side.
However, we also show the actual edge position when we were first able to see the house outline
clearly and document it.
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Figure 2: Plan Map of Feature #5 Archaic Pithouse. Dark grey posts are diagonal roof supports
while light grey posts are vertical support and other posts.

The structure had been filled with sterile flood deposits as well as cultural debris. The old ground
surface sloped down towards the river on the west where the entrance was located. Hence, the
ground surface in the entrance area closer to the river was lower than the area farther back from
the river. On several occasions, at least seven, the water in the river rose enough to flood down
into the house interior via the entrance but did not rise high enough to flood any of the
surrounding area. The old entrance channeled these minor flood waters into the house interior
and eventually filled up much of the house with sterile sediments. These flooding events also on
occasion eroded away and/or deformed existing deposits and unfortunately they actually
removed the floor of the entrance closer to the house itself as well as an area in the centre of the
house floor as shown on Figure 2. However, the base of one deeper central support post (Post
#33) was preserved below the eroded deposit. This flooding also seems to have scoured the
actual floor of the house away in many areas although a thin (2-3 cm) compact layer of earth was
detectable in some areas, notably at the top of the entrance and lining much of the southwest
edge of the house itself, that probably represents original floor deposits.
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Figure 3: North-South Profile of Feature #5 Pithouse Along 202.5E Grid Line. Dark grey linear
horizontal features represent black organic fills surrounded by lighter coloured flood deposits.

While flood deposits filled a substantial portion of the house, there was also substantial fill of
cultural debris, notably along the south and north edges as well as the west side. In some
locations, as on the south and west sides, this debris could be as much as 40 to 50 cm thick
(Figure 3). It did include the odd Broadpoint biface but those artifacts were well removed or
above the house floor and the sloping sides. Most bifaces were actually oriented canted or
sloping down paralleling the house slope indicating they may have been thrown into the house
after abandonment. On a site such as this, occupied for over a thousand years, subsequent
occupants would use any existing natural or cultural depression to dispose of garbage as well as
the earth they derived from digging new pits, houses and other features. They could actually dig
up earlier artifacts and end up depositing those earlier artifacts along with their own debris into
other features. In addition, these kinds of houses also often have soil or sod roof coverings (e.g.,
Ames and Maschner 1999:151-152) and one could incorporate accidentally earlier debris when
collecting soil to cover the structure. Later the roof could collapse incorporating earlier debris
into the later deposits. The debris incorporated into the house fill such as the Broad Points

therefore, may not date the time of when the debris was emplaced into the house depression and
the fact the Broad Point bifaces, with one exception (see below), were laying sloping down and
just above where the floor/exact house bottom was located is consistent with that interpretation.
In fact, we dated deciduous wood charcoal from the deepest deposits just above the floor of the
house (130-135 cm deep) on its south side, which we thought during excavation could be refuse
collected at the edge of the floor, at 3120 +/- 40 BP (Beta-277028). In addition, charred black
walnut shell from the north slope at 105-110 cm deep, perhaps the floor/house wall itself or from
a collapsed roof, dated to 3010 +/- 40 BP (Beta-277026). These dates seem much too recent for a
Broad Point component. The latter date is statistically identical to the date on nutshell from
above the flood deposits mentioned above, indicating the top of the house was filled very rapidly
by the most recent flood deposits between ca. 3200 and 3000 BP. The house may be older than
that date if the dated deposits represent refuse thrown into it after use, or these dates may provide
a good bracket of its actual age (see discussion below).
As shown on Figure 3, which provides a north-south profile across the back of the house pit, the
flooding and cultural deposits responsible for filling the house pit were interspersed as remnants
of six thinner black organic layers are at least partially preserved that separate the sterile flood
deposits. Some debris does seem to have been deliberately thrown into the house between the
several flood events, especially on its west side. Yet, in the cases of overlying thin layers it is just
as likely that the stable top surface of a flood deposit accumulated natural organics blown in or
materials eroded into the depression from already existing piles of cultural debris that lined the
upper slopes of the house edge.
Despite the flooding and erosion of the part of the house interior, several internal features are
evident. Of note, the structure had around its north, east and south ends an approximately 50 cm
wide bench or shelf cut into the wall about 20-30 cm above the floor (Figures 2 & 3).
Comparable features are a regular feature of pithouses reported from many areas (e.g., Lepofsky
et al 2009: Figure 4). There is some suggestion, notably on the south side nearer the top edge, of
a more level surface or potential shelf that could have been used for storage (see especially the
southern part of the north-south house profile; Figure 3). Within the house there were several
associated structural features. One obvious one is support posts for the roof. Six large (13-18 cm
diameter and 18-22 cm deep) vertically oriented interior posts were found either on the floor or
at the back of the adjacent bench (Posts #32, 33, 34, 36-37; see Figures 2, 3 & 4). Two other
vertically oriented posts were found just outside the south edge of the entrance (Posts #50 and
52) and may have supported a covering for that entrance. However, one of those posts (#50;
Figure 3) is so large (17 cm across by 48 cm deep) that it may have served another function or
even pre- or post-date the use of the house. Diagonally oriented posts near the top of the slope
that formed part of the actual sloping roof supports were certainly present. Only three such
diagonal posts (up to 18 cm across) were documented: #38 in the NE edge of the pit, #40 at the
southeast edge, and #51 at the northwest corner of the house. Others may have been present in
the area excavated, notably in the southwest area but the digging of later features could have
removed them. Also, it is possible we missed some of these posts in excavating the southwest
edge of the house. Given their diagonal, rather than straight up and down, orientation they may
have been dismissed as root or rodent intrusions prior to our recognizing this feature was a house
and when we only excavated its edge.

Figure 4: Profile of North Edge of Housepit Along 202E Grid Line Showing (from left to right)
Floor, Bench and Slope Deposits as well as Underlying Roof Support Post.

There was also clear evidence of partitions within the house in the form of shallow linear stains
cut down below the floor and which we suspect were used to insert something like bark flaps
(Figure 2). One of these (Feature #68), about 8 cm wide and 5 cm deep, was found running north
to south along about 201.3E (Figures 2 & 5). It began and was well-defined just inside the bench
at about 203.5N, and extended south to about 202.6N, beyond which it became more attenuated
and then disappeared due to removal by the flooding (Figures 2 & 5). This partition undoubtedly
separated the front entrance area of the house from the rear. The other partition, about 8-10 cm
wide, also ran north to south across the very back of the house at about the 202.7E line. It only
hived off a small area at the back of the house, perhaps a small storage area.
Age and Cultural Affiliation
As noted, the dates on overlying deposits indicate the house has to be older than 3000 BP so it
would have to be the oldest house ever reported from Ontario. However, the actual age of the
house can be debated. The only diagnostics within the lower floor under the flood deposits were
four stemmed, probably all Broadpoint associated, bifaces. However, as noted, three of these do
not appear to be exactly on the floor/wall of the structure. As stated above, these three bifaces
were not on the floor but in the debris on top of it and their orientation indicates they were
indeed emplaced in the existing slope after the house was abandoned. The only exception was
the basal segment of a large Kettle Point stemmed Genesee-like point base found lying at the
back of the bench at the north side of the structure (Figure 6). Unlike the other bifaces this item
was laying flat and was right near the floor or bottom of the bench against its back wall. This
placement could suggest the house is actually a Broadpoint associated one. To try and evaluate
that idea, deciduous wood charcoal from a structural house feature, Post #32 at the back of the
house (Figures 3 and 4), was submitted for an AMS date. The resulting date of 3870 +/- 40

(Beta- 277027) is consistent with a Broad Point Archaic affiliation although we do not know if
that charcoal was from the actual post itself and there was no evidence this house had burned
down.

Figure 5: Remnant of North-South Interior House Partition (Feature #68) in North-Centre of
Housepit. Note how feature extends down from house floor in baulk at upper right and that it
has been eroded away to the south.

It is possible that the charcoal from the post mould is intrusive and accidentally incorporated into
the feature when the house was constructed. The construction of the house itself definitely cut
though earlier features some of which, such as Feature #77 at its southwest corner (see Figure 2),
are definitively Broadpoint Archaic. If so the dates of 3120 +/- 40 BP (Beta-277028) and 3010
+/- 40 BP (Beta-277026) from the house deposits below the lowest evidence of a flood event
may be a better approximation of the house's age. These black organically rich deposits on and
above the house floor seem likely to be remnants of either or both the floor debris and sod/soil
roof deposits that collapsed into the depression of the house after it was abandoned and before it
started to be flooded. We also find it hard to believe that the house would be used in Broadpoint
times at 3800 BP and then there would be no deposition in the house depression for 600 years.
Accepting that such roof deposits have to be present and that they seal or include materials dated
to ca. 3200-3000 BP, the house is more likely to be of that age.
Discussion and Conclusions
Feature #5 represents a large pithouse that dates in excess of 3000 BP and most likely is
associated with the early Terminal (Smallpoint; ca. 3200-3000 BP) Archaic occupation of the

Davidson site. Archaic houses are rarely reported (see, for example, Sassaman and Ledbetter
1996). Besides the other slightly later dating Terminal Archaic (Smallpoint) houses at Davidson,
the only other examples reported from Ontario are two smaller and less elaborate Terminal
Archaic pithouses excavated from the Thistle Hill site near Brantford dated to ca. 2800 BP
(Woodley 1990). The Davidson house therefore, is the oldest one reported from Ontario. It is
also one of the earliest reported for the whole Great Lakes area. The only potentially older
example we know of is a pithouse from the Weilnau site, Ohio (Abel 1994). That house fill
included some Early Archaic bifurcate (LeCroy Stemmed) and an early Middle Archaic stemmed
Stanley-like point suggesting to the site investigator that the house is about 8500 to 7500 BP
years old. However, the site also has Early and Middle Woodland components and even several
small Early Woodland houses and given the diversity of early point forms that date over a 1000
year span it is also plausible that this is an Early Woodland house that was dug down into and
incorporated materials representing earlier site occupations - we are more than familiar with that
kind of mixing based on the Davidson work! In the unlikely event Feature #5 is a Broadpoint
associated house the feature would be only the second, well-documented one in all of eastern
North America — the only other definitive Broadpoint house is a somewhat squarish pithouse
from the Mill Branch site in Georgia (Ledbetter 1995).

Figure 6: Broad Point Base in situ at Back of Bench, North Side of Pithouse.

Pithouses are actually good indicators of site seasonality and even winter mobility patterns.
Pithouses are definitively colder weather structures, used in the fall to winter, due to their greater
insulating properties (see Gilman 1987:541-542) and this use is consistent with the narrow
sloping enclosed entrance and presence of an interior north to south partition across the house
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centre apparently closing off areas of the house towards the east or rear of the structure.
Pithouses invariably have interior hearths, also reflecting their cold weather use but the lack of
such in Feature #5 is undoubtedly due to the erosion of the central floor deposits. Of some
significance, not all groups used pithouses in the winter. Only groups who did not move
throughout much of the cold season were willing to invest the considerable labour needed to
build pithouses and Oilman (1987:542-544) demonstrates that those who were less mobile and
built semi-subterranean structures often relied heavily on food storage. In other words, they were
able to remain more sedentary throughout the winter as they could rely on previously
accumulated stored surpluses and several of the larger features we encountered in our
excavations are more likely to represent storage pits. Davidson stands out as unusual because of
the large number of substantial features that are represented as compared to other investigated
Late Archaic sites and we would suggest that is because sites investigated to date have not been
cold weather and particularly winter occupations.
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DANNY WAS HERE
by Michael W. Spence
On April 4, 2000 I was asked by the Ontario Provincial Police and the Regional Coroner to
investigate a discovery of human cranial fragments in Kingsville. I drove down to Kingsville
with two Department of Anthropology graduate students, Alexis Dolphin and Joe Parish. On
arrival we were brought to the site by Detective Constable R. Nadeau. He explained that the
cranial pieces had turned up during levelling operations after the destruction of some
greenhouses on the property.
We found an area where skeletal pieces were scattered on the disturbed surface and started our
excavation there. Our goals were: 1) to recover as much skeletal material as possible; 2) to
determine its context; 3) to decide whether it was of forensic concern (that is, whether it
represented a death recent enough to require further police investigation); and 4) to consider
what to do about lunch.
The cranial pieces were buried at a depth of no more than 20 cm, either beside or beneath one of
the former greenhouses. Considering the disturbed context, it was clear that dating the find
would be difficult. I mentioned this unfortunate fact to Alexis and Joe, but Joe said that it was no
problem. He knew that the pieces dated to 1945 AD. Now, I knew from many years of
archaeological experience that such precision, particularly in a disturbed context, was
impossible. "Joe, Joe, you silly boy," I gently chided him, "such a conclusion is rash and
scientifically unsustainable." As a professor, I like to take advantage of these small
investigations to educate my helpers in proper scientific method. Joe just sighed and handed me a
cranial fragment that had "1945" written on it. I had to admit that this was a pretty powerful
piece of chronological evidence.
In fact, it was so important that we did not even go out to lunch but instead worked in the police
station, reconstructing the cranium from the fragments we had recovered. Fortunately we had
brought box lunches with us because, as forensic field investigators, we had to be prepared for
any emergency, no matter how dire.
We had recovered much of the cranium. The segments still missing were most of the occipital,
parts of the sphenoid, both temporals, the posterior parts of both parietals, a small part of the
frontal, and the teeth. There was no trace of the mandible or the postcranial skeleton. It was clear
from the context that nothing further would be found by continued excavation. We already had
enough evidence to determine that the cranium was not of forensic concern, so my authority
under the Regional Coroner to investigate the find had ended. We could do no further
excavation, and could now start to seriously consider supper.
We had reconstructed most of the cranial fragments, and realized that we had a very unusual
specimen. The maxillary alveolus had been painted red, although only faded patches of the paint
had survived. It was not the red ochre or cinnabar that might be expected on pre-contact Native
skeletons, but modern red paint. It was also present in the left orbit, and there were traces of
yellow paint in the right orbit. There were also several notations in pencil on the skull. Some of
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these were neatly printed, probably all by the same person. On the right parietal we saw the
damaged phrase "R. Hem
1941-47". On the right part of the frontal bone, also neatly printed,
was "1945", the date which had led Joe to his conclusion and which had ruined the possibility for
us of a nice restaurant lunch (perhaps some local perch?).
But there were additional pencilled notes on the frontal and parietal bones, in crude block letters
and scrawled handwriting. The quality of the script suggested that a pre-teen was responsible.
Some words were too faded to read. The ones that were readable were: "Dan," "Danny," "Dan &
..," and "..roy was here." Something about this last one caught my attention and I actually
stopped thinking about supper. I asked Joe and Alexis, who were trying to match that piece with
others, if the piece had been broken off just before the "r" in "roy." Yes it had. I asked if perhaps
they had another piece with just "Ki" on it. Yes they did. I asked if the two pieces would fit
together. Yes they would. The full inscription was "Kilroy was here."
I then waited a bit for Joe or Alexis to cry out, "Oh yes, oh my God, Kilroy was here, we know
what that is!" But they just looked puzzled, and perhaps a bit anxious that this might delay
supper. Feeling the same anxiety, I explained to them that "Kilroy was here" was something that
developed during World War n as GIs (maybe including the original but unidentified Kilroy)
wrote it all over Europe. This spread to North America and continued into the 1960s. "Kilroy
was here" appeared everywhere, including many places where you would think nobody, not even
Kilroy, could ever reach—on top of bridge superstructures, on cliff faces, etc. This may have
been the origin of graffiti, or at least of tagging.
I explained all this to Alexis and Joe, who accepted it with the mild and polite interest that the
young sometimes accord their seniors. But it did add to our reconstruction of the events
surrounding the mysterious cranium. We learned from Detective Nadeau that the property had
once been owned by a Doctor Campbell, who had served overseas in World War II but had died
in 1948. His widow had then sold the property to a couple who built the greenhouses there.
The cranium had probably been a medical teaching/display specimen. They sometimes have their
parts colour-coded. The more neatly printed notations were probably added by Dr. Campbell. "R.
Hem..." on the right parietal may stand for "right hemisphere." The dates, apparently by the
same hand, may be the dates of the doctor's military service. In any case, we know that he was
still in possession of the cranium in 1947, the year before his death.
Presumably the poorly scrawled notations were added sometime later by Danny, a boy
apparently quite unburdened by modesty. He may or may not have been a member of the
doctor's family. At some still later point in time the cranium was evidently disposed of in a
shallow burial on the property, to remain undiscovered until the property was levelled in 2000. In
any event, we had established that the case was not of forensic concern, so we packed up and
left. On the drive back to London we entertained ourselves with a lively discussion about
whether to do Thai or pizza for supper.
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OCCASIONAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE LONDON CHAPTER,
ONTARIO ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The Occasional Publication Series of the London Chapter, OAS is devoted to
publishing full-length manuscripts on the archaeology of northeastern North America
and related topics. This award-winning series features manuscripts reporting on
important site excavations in the region, as well as major cultural-historical
syntheses. The following manuscripts are available as of August 1, 2011:
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The Adder Orchard Site: Lithic Technology and Spatial Organization in the Broadpoint Late
Archaic (1997 - 7 Chapters: 100+pp, 30+ figures), Jacqueline Fisher
Cost: $15.00 Sale Price: $10.00

#4-

Deeds/Nations (a comprehensive directory of 18th and 19th century Native leaders and major
personalities from southwestern Ontario and southeastern Michigan).
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The Myers Road Site - Archaeology of the Early to Middle Iroquoian Transition
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Excavations at the Caradoc Site - A Late Paleo-lndian Ritual Artifact Deposit
(2002 - 6 Chapters: 180+ pp, 62 figures) Christopher Ellis & D. Brian Deller
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The Compleat Archaeologist: Papers in Honor of Michael W. Spence - (edited by Christopher
Ellis, Neal Ferris, Peter Timmins and Christine White) 15 Chapters, 297 pp., numerous Figures.
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Occasional Publication Series volume orders can be sent to the London Chapter. When ordering, money
orders and cheques should be made out to the London Chapter, OAS. Please $11.00 for postage in
Canada. U.S. orders add $12.00 for postage. PLEASE NOTE AMERICAN ORDER EXCHANGE RATE IS
CURRENTLY AT PAR. Please address orders and direct inquires to:

Occasional Publication Series, London Chapter, OAS
c/o London Museum of Archaeology,
1600 Attawandaron Road, London, Ontario N6G 3M6

